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for Next-Generation 
Assessments



Planning Tool for Transition to Next-Generation Assessments

Create A Detailed Assessment-Design Roadmap

How will the content I have selected help me accomplish my learning goals for all 
student populations?

How will it help me improve instruction?

How will it help me improve teacher efficiency, teacher efficacy, and teacher 
professional development?

Which item types will provide the most useful accommodations?

What comparability issues need to be considered and addressed upfront (e.g.,  mode, 
scoring, etc.), and how often will comparability studies need to be undertaken?

What is the ideal length of  the testing window?

How will schools and districts manage the logistics around scheduling online 
assessments, likely with limited ratio of  student to computers?

Will summative assessment be given as a single exam or as sections offered at different 
times (e.g., by giving essays and other human-scored or open-ended sections earlier, or 
via through-course assessment structures)?

What is the re-test policy and schedule, and how will these be handled?

Will the assessment have time limits or guidelines (allowing schools to schedule 
multiple testing sessions within a single school day), and will additional time be 
considered as an allowable accommodation for students with unique needs? 

CONDUCT A NEEDS ANALYSIS NOTES



Planning Tool for Transition to Next-Generation Assessments

Conduct A Technology Infrastructure Survey Of Schools, Districts, And States

Can existing survey instruments be leveraged? What are the best methods for soliciting 
important information from key groups? 

Is a district-level survey sufficient, or will critical information be needed from each 
individual school?

Who are the key personnel within districts or schools to help answer survey questions 
(e.g., administrative, assessment, or technology staff)?

How many computers within the district or at each school meet technology 
requirements for an online assessment and can also be made available for student use 
during assessments?

Given a specified window for testing, are there enough computers and lab times for all 
students to complete testing?

Is enough network bandwidth available to support the content and number of  students 
testing simultaneously? Do schools already have proxy-based or other mechanisms to 
reduce the demands on bandwidth?

How often do schools refresh or replace their existing computers and other hardware?

Does the school have future technology-implementation plans that could materially 
impact any of  the above questions (e.g., a school that may intend to replace computers 
of  one particular operating system with mobile handheld computers using a different 
operating system)?

What other infrastructure or logistical issues may need to be assessed at the local level 
(such as the need for electrical power upgrades or other location-specific challenges)?

Does the survey need participation from all local entities (which may require force of  
legislative or policy mandates), or is a representative sampling of  districts sufficient to 
provide information that can be extrapolated across the state?

NOTESCONDUCT A NEEDS ANALYSIS (continued)



Planning Tool for Transition to Next-Generation Assessments

Create A Multi-Year Transition Plan

Over what period of  time will online assessments be phased in? What are the 
timelines for the technical implementation? What are the implementation strategies 
to ensure successful transition (phased in by grade, subject, low-volume tests, 
special populations, others)?

Will the districts and schools be more successful by focusing on specific grades or 
schools (such as a transition that first moves high schools online, followed by middle 
schools, followed by elementary schools) or by focusing on specific subjects or 
other subpopulation groups (such as moving an ELL test online first, followed later 
by assessments for larger student populations)?

Will both online and paper-based versions of  the assessments be available during 
the transition process? If  so, will districts be allowed to decide their own ratio of  
paper vs. online testing, or will that require state-level participation and approval?

Are state and district assessment and technology directors equally committed to—
and involved with—the transition planning to online testing? Is there a process and 
communication plan in place to support this joint effort?

Contingencies for power outages, network outages, and other possibilities should 
also be addressed.

DEVELOP REALISTIC TRANSITION 
STRATEGIES AND PLANS

NOTES



Planning Tool for Transition to Next-Generation Assessments

Evaluate And Understand State-Specific Portability And Interoperability Needs

Take an Active Role In Creating Cross-State Interoperability Specifications

Will the state need to transfer item and other assessment-content data between 
multiple creation or delivery platforms, or between multiple assessment vendors?

Will the state need to transfer assessment results or other student-teacher 
performance data between multiple data warehouses, portals, or other systems—
either at the state level or to and from local, district, or higher-education data systems?

Interoperability standards should minimize technology constraints and be free of  any 
ties to particular hardware, systems, or technologies (such as Flash, HTML-5, etc.).

Interoperability standards should allow for items and other content (such as images, 
animations, or question content) to be kept separate from formatting and other 
conditions that may need to change based on usage, policy, or technology (such as  
font type, size, position on screen, etc.).

Interoperability standards need to support a wide range of  content and be extremely 
flexible and accommodating of  the widest possible types of  images, audio, animations, 
video, and other content types.

Interoperability standards should explicitly recognize and support a wide variety of  
assessment accommodations and structures (from tightly-controlled paper-based 
assessments, to dynamic and adaptive assessment systems), and need to allow for 
integration with other instructional content or data-management standards, such as 
MathML, SCORM, and SIF.

 

ENSURE INTEROPERABILITY NOTES



Planning Tool for Transition to Next-Generation Assessments

Create A Forum For Sharing Technical Knowledge At The State And Local Level

Create A Training Plan For Both Assessment And Technology Staff Within The State

What is the preferred mechanism or forum within the state to best facilitate inter-district 
discussion of  assessment-technology needs, issues, and topics (e.g., online discussion 
groups, in-person conferences, webinars, etc.).

What are the preferred opportunities and mechanisms for leveraging existing state/
district communication strategies and opportunities to keep teachers, administrators, 
parents, and policymakers well informed? 

Does the training plan sufficiently encourage joint collaboration between both assessment 
and technology staff members? 

Does the communication plan include post-secondary and workforce representatives to 
ensure broad stakeholder input and perspective?

How can the state or assessment vendor best provide early and frequent training to 
teachers and test administrators so that they are comfortable with the transition to 
online assessments (both from the content and technical side) and can implement online 
assessments with confidence?
 

COMMUNICATE PROACTIVELY NOTES



Planning Tool for Transition to Next-Generation Assessments

Establish a Plan for Ongoing Needs Analysis

How can future surveys best build on initial survey information to help the state stay 
abreast of  emerging technology trends and other changes that may be happening or 
anticipated at the local level?

What is the most appropriate level of  effort required at the local level to best balance 
the state’s need for information against the cost and time impacts to district personnel?

What are the realistic hardware options for states and districts to consider in the future 
for widespread use (looking one, three, and five years out)? 

What additional technology or infrastructure needs might districts wish to see in the 
online-assessment delivery engine in order to better meet their or their students’ 
needs regarding online assessments?

Are state policymakers prepared to redirect funds toward or otherwise invest in 
technology education to support online assessments and the broader instructional-
improvement programs to which they are aligned?
 

ANTICIPATE ONGOING CHANGE NOTES


